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Dear Friends & Patrons,

We survived two wonderful events this spring, our in-house produced Mission Creek Festival and Iowa’s largest business conference, EntreFest. These endeavors, which reflect multidisciplinary explorations of arts and entrepreneurship, share an esteem for all-things innovative. Mission Creek at six days and EntreFest at three inhabited the spaces of downtown Iowa City, at both traditional venues and repurposed spaces. The festival drew around 10,000 visitors while the conference locked in roughly 1,000 registrants (practically doubling attendance from the previous year). April and May were busy months as we prepared for and helped host these successful, life-affirming events, but in the aftermath, we are reminded that we are lucky to live in a community that values remarkable culture and exceptional ideas.

As director of Mission Creek, the festival practically controlled my life for the entire week as I bumped from venue to venue, from situation to situation, ensuring that artists and audiences alike were having a good time. A few moments, though, stopped me in my tracks, possessed me while I temporarily forgot about my staff duties. Writer Kiese Laymon held my attention deeply at The Mill. Over two long days he had spent time with so many different members of our community including undergraduate and graduate writers from the University of Iowa, high school students at Tate, and families at the Dream Center. By the time he made it to The Mill he was fatigued yet no less intense and honest in the way he shared his own writing and spoke about the tense dichotomies of race and class in Iowa City and beyond. He reminded us of the importance of nurturing, connecting, and understanding the various threads that make up our great community. He reminded me about why we created Mission Creek in the first place: to connect and inspire us - all of us who live here.

Late-night, shirtless dance parties at The Mill notwithstanding, Father John Misty had the honor of playing the last show of Mission Creek on Sunday, April 5th on the Englert stage. It didn’t really matter what you thought about Misty’s music - his performance was so advanced in terms of sound, light, and stage presence that it seemed impossible to look away from his exquisite bombast, his unshakeable hubris. The crowd was alive and on its feet unlike any show I have seen in this theater. Ages ranged from preteen to senior. Some people yelled and pumped their arms with joy and others looked pleasantly dazed. A few of my friends, the non-crying types, had tears in their eyes. It was the most remarkable ending to the festival yet and a firm reminder that if you’re going to do something then do it well and go BIG. Likewise, EntreFest’s closing speaker, Seth Godin, ended the conference on a high, inspiring note. He too reminded us that if you are going to take on a project or represent a product, it had better be awesome. His worldview did not allow for excellent work and success to exist without each other, and I think many of us agreed. The talk also reinforced the importance of taking chances and being brave when moving forward with new ideas. Godin contended that it will almost never seem like the “right time” to make the jump, there will always be risk.

Where Godin delivered a concise strategy, almost like a football coach leading a team into a bowl game, Jacquie Berglund, CEO of Finnegan’s beer company, offered a casual but remarkable narrative about trusting your instincts. Her intuition led to the founding of a Minneapolis-based micro-brewery that funnels 100% of its profits into a foundation that addresses food access issues in the Midwest.

I walked away from both events with a renewed sense of purpose as we move forward with Englert programming. The lasting impression is that our team should be developing and working with our community to present astonishing work - work that changes people, shifts perspectives, strengthens the threads of our community - nothing less.

Andre Perry
Executive Director
Thank you to our 2011 Capital Campaign supporters

Since reopening in 2004 after a massive renovation and a grassroots fundraising effort, The Englert Theatre has welcomed over 365,000 attendees.

A true success story, the renovated Englert has hosted over 2,500 performances over the past decade, including local and nationally-known live music, comedy, theater, dance, movies, readings, and community endeavors. All of this unfolds in our beautiful venue, located in the heart of downtown Iowa City’s cultural district. In preparation for the centennial of this national historic landmark, we conducted a capital campaign to consolidate our mortgage and better secure a stable future. We would like to honor our major donors below.

Please contact us if you are interested in supporting The Englert Theatre:

Katie Roche, Development Director
katie@englert.org or call 319-688-2653 x107
These Premier Season Sponsors helped make tonight’s event possible. Thanks to their generous support, the Englert is able to bring the best locally and nationally known performers to the Iowa City/Coralville area.

Playbill printed by Goodfellow Printing.
Looking for a venue to host a private party, reception, meet-and-greet, corporate gathering, staff appreciation, or other special event? The second floor Douglas & Linda Paul Gallery is an inviting space featuring art exhibits from local artists that can accommodate groups of up to 50 people.

For more information, pricing, and availability, contact Production Manager Tori Morgensai at tori@englert.org

The gallery is open
Monday - Friday
12PM - 5:30PM

This inviting space is home to exhibits from local artists. Photo by Bill Adams

Our new addition to the gallery space. The Englert bar is open during most ticketed events. Photos by Bill Adams.
WE LOVE OUR VOLUNTEERS

All of the ushers for tonight's performance are dedicated volunteers.
Please thank them on your way out!

If you are interested in volunteering at the Englert Theatre contact sarah@englert.org for more information.

Stop by our new bar!
Located in the 2nd Floor Douglas & Linda Paul Gallery. Open during most ticketed events!

Down In The Dressing Room

So many things have to come together for a great show to happen.

When performers arrive they’ve often been traveling for hours, if not days or weeks. In addition to stellar sound and stage setup, courtesy of the Englert Theatre production crew, our talented visitors are also taken care of by the house management team who ensures their needs are met and helps restore their energy and well-being so they can perform at their best. Our performers are well taken care of, whether our team is dashing off to our sponsor New Pioneer Co-op for a holistic remedy for a singer’s sore throat or finding that perfect bottle of wine for the dressing room from season sponsor Bread Garden Market.

We’ve been asked for many interesting things over the years, including tube socks (for before and after a show!) and a small lap dog to calm a performer’s nerves. One of the more unique things we offer in our dressing rooms is natural and organic lip balm, courtesy of Eco Lips in Cedar Rapids. Eco Lips has generously supplied lip balm to every performer who has passed through the Englert for the last two years, giving them an array of balms to choose from, from naturally tinted balm to Eco Lips Gold. From our dressing rooms into the hands of our performers, the Corridor company Eco Lips is making its way around the world, one set of lips at a time.
PARTIES HAPPEN HERE

IT ALL HAPPENS HERE

Rent the Englert theatre or gallery for your next event or conference.

For pricing and more information, email Tori at tori@englert.org.
WORKING GROUP THEATRE PREVIEW

In the Raw: Ghost Story

BY ALY HIGH

Iowa City’s Working Group Theatre is never one to be boxed in by convention. Led by two of the hardest-working young theater professionals in the nation, artistic director Sean Christopher Lewis and associate artistic director Jennifer Fawcett, Working Group presents spectacular original theater on our stage.

As part of In the Raw, a branch of the Intimate at the Englert Series, Working Group puts forward original, provocative productions, each engaging and explorative in its own right. The company’s next production, Ghost Story, takes the performance from the stage to the wings of the theatre. Ghost Story, being developed this June at Berkeley Rep, a Tony Award-winning theatre in the Bay Area, is a story unlike any other.

The narrative follows a theatre Box Office employee who, after hours, presents a play, a traveling, immersive performance about something which haunts him—his missing brother. He has turned the entire building into a stage as he leads us through what we fear, what we long for, what haunts us. Playwright and artistic director Sean Christopher Lewis sat down to share his horror-movie inspiration, his creative process, and the unforgettable nature of a good story.

What was your inspiration for Ghost Story?

I was looking at some found footage artists. So, people who find old cassette tapes and videos and re-fashion them into a new story. There are also sound artists who can do this really effectively. We collect so much stuff, things we hold onto because we assign a relationship to it. I wanted to bring that to life.

Why take the performance from the stage to the theatre?

It forces the audience to be together. At a play you can have your seat and really engage in this event that is meant to be communal without ever connecting with a single person around you. I also like the idea of re-discovering a place we think we know.

How do you think the audience will react to this interactive storytelling mode?

Oh, who knows. Some, I’m sure, will find the novelty really fun and exciting. Some will be irritated they can’t watch a play the way they expected to. Some will be indifferent. This is basically how every play in the world is received, immersive or not. Hopefully, we will make at least one moment for each of those audience members that makes it worth it.

What tools are in your storytelling toolbox? How do you construct a new story?

Each one is different. With the community based shows (Mayberry, Out of Bounds) I start more with what’s being unsaid. What is going on in the community that people are thinking but are afraid to say, that they don’t feel comfortable having a conversation around? That is where plot starts to get built off of.

With this piece I’ve been thinking a lot more about the experience. What is it that you will interact with—how will the building and the story be surprising? What is magical? We are so overwhelmed with entertainment: Netflix, radio, podcasts, summer movies—we devour it to such a degree that its specialness kind of disappears. To that end, I am working a lot more from images. How do I make something indelible? How is the event so strong that even if you can’t remember the plot you can’t help but remember the night?

Friday, July 24 / 7 pm
$10 general admission
Find it all. All the time.

Download “Best of IC”, Little Village’s free mobile calendar app, available now on iOS & Android.

TEXT TO DOWNLOAD:
Text “IOWA” to 77948
10 Ten Reasons to Catch Our Captured Live Series

BY ALY HIGH

Experience the world’s best in classic and contemporary theater and dance with our Captured Live programming. Presenting National Theatre Live, Bolshoi Ballet in Cinema, and now, Royal Shakespeare Company Live, our Captured Live Series brings top talent to our screen in HD.

1. It's inexpensive. Priced at under $20 a ticket with student and senior discounts, a Captured Live screening is a fraction of the cost of a plane ticket.

2. Speaking of travel, seeing world-renowned performers is as easy as finding a seat at your local historic theater. No need to fly to Great Britain or Russia.

3. The professional theatre and dance companies are at the top of their game with high-quality productions, from intricate costumes, to the elaborate sets, to high definition video and surround sound.

4. Take a peek behind-the-scenes during intermission, including exclusive artist interviews, the “making of,” and the piece’s historical context.

5. Magnificent classic performances such as Othello, Romeo and Juliet, and Swan Lake are presented in all their glory.

6. Experience groundbreaking new works from contemporary playwrights, including Tom Stoppard and David Hare.

7. You can see your favorite film actors, such as Tom Hiddleston, Benedict Cumberbatch, James Franco, and Helen Mirren, take the stage.

8. Get the best seat in the house, every time.

9. Missed the first showing? Loved it so much you want to watch it again? National Theatre Live frequently presents encore screenings of its most popular productions.

10. Need some refreshments? Enjoy candy, soda, beer, or wine as you watch breathtaking performances from the comfort of your local theater.
THE ENGLERT THEATRE

WEDDINGS HAPPEN HERE
IT ALL HAPPENS HERE

For pricing and more information, email Tori at tori@englert.org.
In Rotation:
Spring/Summer Music

BY ANDRE PERRY

The springtime is Mission Creek Festival. The springtime is EntreFest. The springtime is a lot of running around. Most of the music I hear is actually in the live setting as I have less time to sit down and absorb albums. Yet there exist these scarce and appreciated moments when I can recline and take in forty to fifty minutes of sound. Less soundtrack and more reprieve. I treasure those rare solo-listening parties in the midst of spring activity. Though, as the summer approaches with lengthy stints at my desk, rides in my car, and walking around the neighborhood, I regain the time for repetition, to sink deeper into the layered architecture of an album and its unifying tracks.

Alabama Shakes

*Sound & Color* (2015)

In a time of incessant soul-revivalism, *Sound & Color* presents the argument for soul music not to be simply imitated but to serve as inspiration for something greater, for something new. The music reflects the Alabama Shakes’ Fantasy Studios and Muscle Shoals legacies but it also takes that Southern grit to modernist extremes. Brittany Howard’s voice is as much a lullabye as it is a weapon of violent catharsis. From the *Is This It* basement stomp of the “The Greatest” to the cold distance of “Gemini” to the urgent pleas of “Don’t Wanna Fight,” her range colors her emotions as much as the tight, sometimes experimental bent of the ensemble playing by her side.

Courtney Barnett

*S Sometimes I Sit and Think and Sometimes I Just Sit* (2015)

Barnett’s witty, literate lyricism evokes the spirit of Richard Linklater’s cult classic debut, *Slacker*. Her narratives and observations roam her psyche and her world with as little purpose but with as much transformative insight as Linklater’s characters skirt around ‘90s Austin, Texas. Or maybe it’s Carver’s/Altman’s *Short Cuts* or even the cunning narrative voice of Deb Olin Unferth. Regardless, the other unrelenting voice here is Barnett’s fuzzy, reckless guitar: it whips her band, her stories, and her possessed listeners into a distressed state.

Lower Dens


The slightly Krautrock-specked psych jams on *Twin-Hand Movement* mine their moods in hypnotic repetition: interlocking guitar and bass lines, subdued but driving drums, and repeated phrases from singer Jana Hunter’s woodsy, warm voice. It’s eclectic dream-rock with zero interest in noodling. Every jam suggests a rigid focus, an appreciation for design, a desire to blow your thought-waves out of monotony into a floating waking life just beyond the reach of consciousness.
Tame Impala
“Let It Happen” (2015)

Sure, it’s a only a single from their impending third album, Currents (out July 17, 2015), but the intensely compounded psychedelics within this expansive track (seven and a half minutes long) are an astounding distillation of Tame Impala’s achievements up to this point. The infectious beats, the adoration of and expert application of analog synthesizers (the use of filters on the master track alone deserves its own review), and singer Kevin Parker’s vocal treatments from his airy Lennon-esque delivery to vocoder insanity—it all sounds very much of this time and of an era long past. The effect sends us reeling backward into a freefall.
CO-PRESENTED WITH FILMSCENE AND MISSION CREEK FESTIVAL

Isabella Rossellini’s Green Porno, Live on the Englert Stage
BY ALY HIGH

“Fascinating, a testament to nature’s amazing variety.” —The New York Times

Passionate twenty-arm squid embraces. Dancing, sterile worker bees. Anchovy orgies. These are all curious mating habits explored in Isabella Rossellini’s Sundance Channel series, Green Porno. Partnering with famed French screenwriter Jean-Claude Carriere, Rossellini takes Green Porno to the stage with a live performance.

Equal parts clown and biology professor, Rossellini demonstrates oddities and crude between-the-sheets habits across the animal kingdom. Green Porno, Live on Stage uses low-tech props, goofy costumes, and screenings of series segments to explore how our most distant relatives mate.

“Basically, this is what I was trying to reach: to entertain people for an hour and fifteen minutes,” Rossellini recently told Sundance Channel. “And if they go away and say, ‘Oh, well, I learned something also, and that was interesting,’ that’s even better.”

TICKETS:
Tickets are $35 for Reserved Seating or $125 for Premium Package including: a pre-show reception in the Plaza Towers penthouse with complimentary food and beverages catered by Clinton Street Social Club; premium seating at the show; and an intimate post-show Q&A with film icon, Isabella Rossellini. Available at the Box Office or online at www.englert.org.
Rent the Englert theatre or gallery for your next event or conference.

For pricing and more information, email Tori at tori@englert.org
Englert Weddings Unveiled
BY SARAH KOSCH

When we say it all happens here, we mean it all happens here. The Englert has seen love stories unfold from first dates to proposals to tying the knot right onstage. What is it about the Englert that puts romance in the air? Is it the rich history—the generations upon generations who have stepped inside the doors during the theater's 103 years? Or perhaps its timeless elegance? Or is it the performances themselves—music, comedy, films and more that speak to the heart? Whatever it is, we're more than happy to play host.

Since reopening in 2004, the Englert has been booked for weddings by people with ties to the Englert, theater arts lovers, and people simply charmed by the beauty of the building. One couple, Jeff and Elise Crone, decided the Englert made sense for their wedding venue because they both had a history of working at the theater even before they knew each other.

“We knew we wanted our wedding ceremony in a theater, since we both have theater backgrounds,” said Jeff. “We thought about different venues, both in Iowa City, and in our hometowns, Washington and Quad Cities, but there was no venue that had the charm and character of the Englert. We knew the theater would look awesome in our photos. We knew the staff at the Englert not only knew us very well, but also knew how to successfully put on a wedding.”

Production Manager Tori Morgensai and her team found that producing a wedding isn’t all that different from designing the right atmosphere and calling cues for any of the myriad of artists who have visited the stage.

“We specialize in events, and we found our skill set translated into making a wedding run smoothly,” said Morgensai. “With our experience we can give the bride and groom a day without headaches while highlighting the unique elements that make each couple
Love stories.

Everyone has one.

Discover ours at handslovestories.com.

Share your Hands Love Story at facebook.com/HandsJewelersIC.

Celebrating 160 years

HANDS JEWELERS

109 East Washington Street • Downtown Iowa City
319-351-0333 • 800-728-2888 • www.handsjewelers.com
facebook.com/HandsJewelers • @handsjewelers
special."

Whether it’s matching the stage lights to a couple’s wedding colors, stringing fairy lights 20 feet in the air, or simply making sure that the levels of the microphones are just right, the staff and their professional-grade equipment can make imagination a reality.

“I’ve been singing praises of the Englert staff since the first time I worked as a stage manager there,” said Elise. “Technical staff members were ready to address issues before I even asked. They anticipate your questions and problems before you do.”

The building itself has far more to offer than just a stage. It’s an adaptable space that can accommodate anywhere from 15 to 700 guests. Wedding parties can make use of the gallery space, dressing rooms, lobbies, and even the marquee.

Bruce Tarwater and Ruth Bradley, who met while volunteering as ushers at the Englert, decided to use the more intimate Douglas and Linda Paul gallery for their wedding ceremony.

“We knew that we wanted to have a small wedding and though there are many lovely, small venues in Iowa City, we didn’t think that there was any as lovely as The Englert Theater,” said Bradley. “We had heard of a few couples being married in the gallery there and we both really loved the intimacy of the Englert and it’s beautiful natural lighting. The Englert staff was most helpful to us, particularly in their enthusiasm for our wedding and helping us to make our vision a reality.”

The Englert’s location in the heart of downtown Iowa City also makes it an easy place for guests to gather. For Ruth and Bruce, they welcomed the opportunity to show off the theater to their friends and family from out of town.

“Most of our guests had never seen The Englert Theatre but all were very impressed, particularly with the marquee extending best wishes to us,” said Ruth. “They were impressed with the intimacy of the Englert and how that intimacy seemed to extend itself to all the other venues that they enjoyed during their visit to Iowa City.”

One Englert wedding that stands out to the Production team is the New Year’s Eve wedding of two filmmakers a number of years ago.

“The groom had worked here when the Englert was a movie theater,” said Morgensai. “For their big reveal, they used the movie screen to play the film they created themselves about forgetting to plan the wedding and having to build a time machine and a wedding planning robot to save the day. Then the screen lifted to reveal the stage set for an actual wedding. Many of the guests were taken completely by surprise because they thought the Englert was still only a movie theater.”

The best part about having a wedding at the Englert is that we’re excited to help tell your story. However simple, grand, or imaginative a vision, there’s room on stage at The Englert Theatre.
LISTEN LOCAL
Cedar Ridge brings you the first licensed distillery in the state of Iowa since the age of prohibition. Cedar Ridge Winery & Distillery is a family-owned winery, distillery and event space nestled in the beautiful Iowa countryside. Award-winning wines and internationally recognized spirits are produced on site at the only winery & distillery in Iowa.

The hilltop location offers gorgeous sweeping views of the vineyard. Cedar Ridge’s Tasting Room offers café-style dining with a seasonal menu focusing on locally sourced ingredients. Sunday Brunch and their specialty, wood-fired pizzas are crowd favorites! Complimentary wine & spirits tastings are encouraged, including a large selection of their very own Iowa Varietal wines to choose from!

Regularly scheduled Distillery Tours are given on the weekends, with private tours available by appointment.

Weddings, events and live music are hosted in the Event Center, comfortably seating up to 200 guests. This space is temperature controlled, and can be opened up to the outdoor terraces on a beautiful day.

With the recent boom of the American Craft Whiskey Industry, Cedar Ridge is gaining popularity and recognition across the country. After completing a $1.2 million expansion in November of 2014, nearly doubling their whiskey production capacity, Cedar Ridge Winery & Distillery continues to receive exemplary awards at International Spirits Competitions for their whiskey portfolio.

“Cedar Ridge whiskeys are in very high demand, across the country. Our main goal has been to keep them available in Iowa, and then allocate as supply allows.” says Murphy Quint, Director of Wholesale Business Development at Cedar Ridge.

Outside of Iowa, Cedar Ridge is available in California, Colorado, Illinois, Minnesota, New York, New Jersey and Wisconsin.

For additional information, or to view a calendar of upcoming events, visit crwine.com. Cheers!
You’ve probably seen them around. The people clad in black and headphones, fiddling with equipment and darting around onstage while you anxiously wait for your favorite artist to step into the spotlight. That’s the Production team, the crew behind the scenes working with the performers to make sure every show looks and sounds the absolute best that it can.

They arrive hours before any patrons walk through the doors and leave hours after...
Ioannis “The Quiet One” Alexakis

This international man of mystery may seem shy at first, but Ioannis has got a voice as big as his hair when he’s spinning sick beats in his studio and performing solo as Ion. He started out as an intern last year and now works full-time as the Production Assistant doing a little bit of everything to keep shows running smoothly.

Red “Ginger Spice” Rebelskey

Red’s been rocking the Englert since 2012 as the Englert’s resident Audio Engineer, proving that Gingers DO have soul. Iowa City’s Boy Next Door has been tangled up with the local music scene for years, working at multiple venues and as a producer for Mission Creek Festival. He definitely wears the (plaid) pants in ALL4YOU.

Pete “The Flirt” Becker

Hailing from New York, Pete has big-city style and an ear for detail that the ladies love. He’s been with the Englert since 2012 as the Assistant Production Manager and Monitor Engineer. Outside of the Englert, he produces records for local Iowa City bands and restores vintage recordings for New York based Tuff City Records.

Nic “The Bad Boy” Kraft

The leather-clad, motorcycle-wheeling teddy bear and family man has been causing ruckus at the Englert since 2012 and making it sound good too. Best known for his luscious beard, Nic can usually be found upstairs behind the light or sound board doing it all as Assistant Production Manager and Audio and Lighting Engineer.

One joke in particular has taken on a life of its own after team members Nic Kraft, Red Rebelskey, Pete Becker, and Ioannis Alexakis had an impromptu photo shoot on the set of The Nutcracker two years ago. It evolved into a tradition of taking a break from the stress of big show days to have some fun posing for a group photo with whatever props they could get their hands on. As their photo album progressed, a very distinct “boy band” theme emerged which the crew enthusiastically embraced, going as far as to name their “band.” They settled on ALL4YOU, as in, “It’s ALL 4 YOU, girl.”

Sadly for the Englert, ALL4YOU is losing a band member. Red Rebelskey, Assistant Production Manager and Audio Engineer at the Englert since 2012, is westward bound for his next great adventure. While we’ll miss him as we miss every member who leaves our close-knit staff, we wish him well and want to give him a proper send off. Therefore, we present to you an ALL4YOU tribute. It’s all for you, Red. Godspeed little doodle.
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The story behind the headlines. Not just “what,” but “why.” An intriguing character from around the world or around the corner. New music, or music that is new to you. The lighter side of today’s news.

Discover your world.
IPR’s News & Studio One.
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IOWAPUBLICRADIO.ORG
EntreFEST
By the Numbers

▶ **Founded in 2008** by a coalition of entrepreneur resource organizations around the state

▶ **4 curated programming tracks** — Owners Track, Founders Track, Innovators Track, and Champions Track with a special theme of Ag Innovation this year.

▶ **121 talks, workshops, and events**

▶ More than **1,000 business owners, entrepreneurs, and professionals** attended (doubling last year’s attendance)

▶ **140 speakers** from 26 different Iowa communities and cities. We had **speakers from 12 different US cities** (outside of Iowa), including Silicon Valley, New York City, Dallas, Denver and Boulder

▶ **15 designers and boutiques** featured in the Work Hard/Play Hard Fashion Show (led by Iowa City's Guns x Butter's Simeon Talley)

▶ **18 books** by best-selling author, Seth Godin

▶ City of Iowa City contributed **$10,000 to support EntreFEST**

▶ The event has more than **50 public and private sponsors** (including Iowa’s three public universities)

▶ **One Lifetime Impact Award** given to renowned Iowa entrepreneur John Pappajohn (his five Entrepreneurial Centers have incubated more than 5,000 new companies and he’s taken more than 50 companies public himself)

▶ **One secret magic show** (hosted at the Englert!) by Nate Staniforth star of the hit Discovery show *Breaking Magic*

▶ **100 percent of profits** of Finnegan’s Beer (who provided beer at the festival) are donated to food banks in five states

▶ Burrito lunch: **600 burritos** - 10 burrito bowls ordered from Panchero’s

▶ Social Media Stats: **3,000+ tweets** generating more than 70,000 organic impressions, including John Pappajohn trending nationally on Twitter on May 21
Clockwise from top: Marketing guru Seth Godin gives the headlining keynote; Ben Milne, the founder and CEO of Dwolla, packs the Englert; Work Hard/Play Hard fashion show takes place on the rooftop terrace of Hotel Vetro; Sean McKay, the founder of ConnectFive, gives a talk on user experience design at EntreFEST HQ; John Pappajohn receives Lifetime Impact Award; EntreFest Ped Mall artwork adds a splash of color.
The Englert Theatre proudly serves these
Best Case Wines

Red
Chantepierre Côtes du Rhône
Pleasing and peppery with hearty red berry fruit.

Vidigal Reserva Lisboa
Bright and juicy, with red plum, boysenberry, and briar flavors.

White
Louis Pierre et Fils Chardonnay
Fresh and lively, balanced and dry but well fruited.

Henri de Richemer Piquepoule
Floral aromas with prevailing citrus and a frank and lively attack.

“Wines I carry are grown by farmers—
people with a passion for what they’re doing.”

Robert Morey
Owner

IOWA CITY SONG PROJECT

AVAILABLE ON 2XLP, CD, & DIGITAL FORMATS VIA MAXIMUM AMES RECORDS

COMMISSIONED BY THE ENGLERT // RELEASED BY MAXIMUM AMES
Dublin
Underground

There’s a fresh pint of Guinness just around the corner.
5 S. Dubuque Street (one block from The Englert)
319.337.7660

RIVER CITY DENTAL CARE
General Dentistry & Oral Implantology

NEW PATIENTS WELCOME!
Preventive Care - Cleanings - Whitening
Dental Implant Placement & Restoration
Veneers - Crowns - Bridges - Fillings
Root Canals - Extractions - Wiscome Teeth

319 - 337-6226
www.rivercitydentalcare.com

Providing quality dental care in Iowa City since 1986!

1950 Lower Muscatine Road, Iowa City
patio sippers

Freixenet Brut Blanc de Blanc $8.99
Not just for special occasions anymore. A glass while you’re cooking or reading on the deck? Even better after an afternoon of yard work.

Tarique, Classic White $9.99
Brothers Amin and Remy Grassa have made this wine the toast of Paris. Served as the “house white” all over the City of Lights, Tarique is bright, crisp, and refreshing.

Vigneti Pinot Grigio $7.99
The “house” Pinot Grigio. Most of the inexpensive pinot grigio comes from the area just north of Venice, a flat fertile plain that like Modesto, CA, produces lots of average wine for the bulk market. Vigneti is grown in the cool climate of the Friuli hills, one of Italy’s best regions for white wine.

Mas de Bressades Rousanne Viognier $9.99
One of the wildest white wines we’ve come across, this brought the tasting at the winery to a screeching halt. White wine isn’t supposed to have this much flavor! Ripe yellow and white fruits of summer with a bushel of exotics thrown in. But! Before you can say “Tropical Fruit Lifesavers” it shifts to a bright mineral finish.

Benziger Sonoma Cabernet $17.99
Sonoma epitomizes the casual, easy, summer lifestyle of California. Far from the glitz of L.A., the bustle of San Francisco, and the “celebrity wine makers” of Napa, good farmers make good wine. Invite the Benzigers to your next BBQ.

Marietta Christo Red Blend $15.99
The deep, dark red for the “kill it and grill it” crowd. Inky Syrah and old vine Petite Sirah form the core of this monument to red meat.

Marietta Old Vines Red Blend $10.99
A trusty companion for picnics, parties, burgers, pizza, stargazing and just about everything else. A blend of California reds with lots of berry fruit.

BREAD GARDEN MARKET • 225 S. LINN STREET
319.354.4246 • WWW.BREADGARDENMARKET.COM
Matcha Latte
We spent our Spring taste-testing a roster of Matcha (green tea powder) drinks. Our new Matcha menu is now available at the coffee bar with both hot and iced options. The Iced Matcha Latte really hits the spot.

Gourmet Gelato
We make our gourmet gelato by hand almost daily here at the Market. Treat yourself to a refreshing scoop in our hand-rolled waffle cones or sandwiched between your favorite cookies.

Cold Brew Coffee
Our cold brewed coffee is steeped overnight in the fridge and pressed for a smoother less bitter flavor. Strong, rich, and nice over ice, it's great with a splash of cream, too.
CELEBRATING 15 YEARS OF BIG DREAMS, HARD WORK AND MOMENTS THAT LAST A LIFE TIME

Where artists grow.

PROUDLY LOCATED IN IOWA'S CREATIVE CORRIDOR SINCE 2000   |   VISIT NOLTEACADEMY.COM
Carpentry by Chris LLC

Improving Homes for Quality Living
Designer Bathrooms—Custom Kitchens
Basement & Room Additions

We Manage the Whole Project

331-3603

www.CarpentrybyChris.com

Referrals in the Iowa City Area
Reflections on a Legacy: Remembering Charles and Lenore Hale

BY SARAH KOSCH

It is not uncommon to meet extraordinary people in Iowa City. It is a community influenced by academics and art, big-city brains and passion condensed into a tight-knit community. It’s not surprising to rub elbows with Pulitzer prize winners or spot your favorite folk singer in your yoga class. But there’s something to be said about being extraordinary outside of the limelight and fanfare. To be extraordinary friends, parents, conversationalists, listeners. To be quietly generous, supporting not only close loved ones, but a world-wide community. Two individuals who fall in this latter category are Charles “Charlie” and Lenore “Lennie” Hale, a couple whose journey took them all over the world with a stop in Iowa City that lasted long enough for their roots to leave an indelible mark.

Who are the Hales?

Joyce Summerwill, a close friend of the Hales, said she can’t see an old man on a bicycle without thinking of Charlie. “He rode his bike every day to and from the university,” she said. “Even when his health was declining, you’d see him on that same old bike. People would ask him, ‘Charlie, can’t you get a new bike?’ and he would say, ‘I like this one!’ He and Lennie both had a great sense of humor.”

Besides their love of biking, tennis, and traveling, Charlie and Lennie also shared a passion for charity.

“They were wrapped up in making sure people had access to the good things in life, like public libraries, the arts, etc.” said Summerwill. “They were also interested in global issues — issues like poverty — that affected the human condition across the world.”

Born in 1930, Charlie was a scholar who developed a passion for Latin American history after spending a semester in college studying in Morelia, Mexico. He met Lennie in 1952 as a Masters student in history at the University of Minnesota in his hometown of Minneapolis after spending four years in Amherst, Mass. Lennie, born in 1929, had grown up in Pellham, NY, but decided she wanted to study social work in a place she had never been. A long train ride ensued, a mutual friend set them up, and the fates aligned. As Lennie said in her book of collected sketches of her life and family, “Every time he [Charlie] phoned, I felt a flutter of excitement, and that flutter lasted all my life.”

As Charlie set out to pursue his academic career in history, earning his PhD and taking various teaching jobs, Lennie was by his side, setting up new homes wherever they landed. They lived abroad on many occasions, spending the year after they were married in France on a Fulbright Scholarship and had several different stints in Mexico, Spain, and Uruguay. Once children entered the picture, their car would be christened “the traveling playpen.” They had four children, Betsy, Roger, Charles, and Caroline, who would become well-traveled as their parents passed on their curiosity about the world and the value of understanding different cultures.

“They raised their children to be involved and aware of other countries,” said Summerwill. “The children all work for international causes or are committed socially. Charlie and Lennie had a keen inner life and keen sense of the right thing to do in life.”

Making Iowa City Home

In 1966, the family moved to Iowa City, where Charles would spend the bulk of his career as a professor of Latin American history with a concentration on the intellectual history of Mexican liberalism in the 19th- and early-20th centuries. Lennie built lifelong friendships and became involved with groups like League of Women Voters, the Congregational Church, and Project Green.

“Our parents were very proud of Iowa City and were committed to contributing to and supporting local initiatives,” said their daughter Betsy. “They gave to Project Green, the theater, a number of social service organizations, the University of Iowa, and the Englert.”

Lennie eventually earned her Master’s in social work from the UI in 1971 and took a job in the Child Psychiatry Department of the University of Iowa immediately following graduation. After she retired, she continued to be a volunteer peer counselor at the Senior Center.

“Lennie was so level-headed and compassionate,” said Summerwill. “She and Charles were great problem solvers and great listeners. Even when Lennie’s health was failing she handled everything with grace, wisdom, and humor. You’d never know she had any problems at all because she was always interested in other people’s problems. In her aura, you felt that you were the only person that mattered.”

Love of the Arts

Maggie Conroy, a playwright and actress in Iowa City, said that what stands out to her the most when remembering the Hales is their never-ending curiosity.
“Any ideas or creativity inspired Lennie and she would engage in wonderful conversations that took leaps and bounds between topics,” said Conroy.

They enjoyed the arts; Lennie in particular attended many of even the most obscure performances put on by Conroy and her friend Margaret Eginton’s small production company, Inner Ear.

“Inner Ear would do these weird little things — small performances in small places — and she would find them and be enthusiastic and supportive,” said Conroy.

When the Save the Englert campaign began in 1999 to preserve the building as an arts venue and restore it to host live performances, some of the first people approached for help were the Hales.

“They responded immediately to the needs of the community,” said Summerwill, whose husband Dick spearheaded fundraising for the campaign.

Leaving a Legacy

In 2004, the couple moved to Seattle, Wash., to be closer to family. Charles finished his last book, Emilio Rabasa and the Survival of Porfirian Liberalism, shortly before his health declined. He passed away in 2008. Lennie continued to be as active as her health and eyesight allowed.

“Our mom’s focus in her last five years was on organizations that promote peace, education and that work to reduce poverty,” said Betsy.

Lennie also joined a writing club within her living community. Her reflective writing assignments evolved into a book that her family enthusiastically helped her publish. Tell the Truth but Tell it Slant captured memories, family history, and Lennie’s wisdom, a wonderful gift to leave for her family. She passed away in 2013, but she and Charlie’s generosity continued even after they were no longer living. With planned giving, they were able to allocate parts of their estate as gifts to the nonprofit organizations they were passionate about, creating the Charles A. and Lenore “Lennie” R. Hale Trust.

“Even as age came upon them, they still did as much as they could,” said Summerwill. “I would see them out for walks, walking along the river, deep in thought. They would burst out in laughter and then continue farther, arm-in-arm, before bursting out in laughter again. I would think to myself, ‘If only I can be like that at that age.’”

Charlie and Lennie were an inspiration to people of all walks of life, in many places, in many ways. They changed their communities in whatever ways they could and raised their children to be globally minded and support and connect with cultures other than their own. As Summerwill said, “What better legacy to leave the world than that?”

Planned giving strengthens the foundations of a community by providing a future gift through financial and estate plans to nonprofits whose missions you support. It can also entitle you to charitable income and/or gift or estate tax deductions. For more information visit www.plannedgiving.com/what-is-planned-giving

Planned giving strengthens the foundations of a community by providing a future gift through financial and estate plans to nonprofits whose missions you support. It can also entitle you to charitable income and/or gift or estate tax deductions. For more information visit www.plannedgiving.com/what-is-planned-giving
Proud Supporter of the Arts

339-1000
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My mother, who was born on July 14, 1922, who died on May 3, 2013, and who is now the girl—or rather the grown woman—of my dreams alone, along with some pretty offbeat memories, told me that she once sang as part of a high school group for Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia. The song, she said, was “The Lost Chord.” (This had been composed by Arthur Seymour Sullivan in 1877 at the bedside of his older brother Fred during Fred’s last illness. The manuscript is dated January 13, 1877; Fred Sullivan died less than a week later. The lyrics were written as a poem by Adelaide Anne Procter called “A Lost Chord” and published in 1858 in the English Woman’s Journal.) And then she sang the song for me.

Mom once told me that she had once been a Miss Subways runner-up. (The Miss Turnstiles character in On the Town—played by Sono Osato in the original 1944 stage version of this musical and then by Vera-Ellen in the 1949 film—was based on Miss Subways.) Upon retelling this story, I often claimed that Mom won this contest.

Mom told me that she’d had boyfriends other than Dad. Did any, I asked, ever propose to her? “About ten did,” she said. One of them, I now presume, must have been a guy named Seymour Pine.

Mom claimed to have gotten good grades in high school, saying the only reason she didn’t get into Vassar—the college of her dreams—was that she was Jewish. Those grades, in fact, were bad.

Mom told me that she did once win a dance contest—at age sixteen in some Starlight Park in the Bronx. (She also claimed to have been given the trophy by Mitzi Gaynor, aka Nellie Forbush in the 1958 film version of South Pacific. If so, Gaynor would have been about six at the time. The presenter, then, must have been Mary Martin, or Nellie, from the original stage version.) Mom then performed that routine for me—a jitterbug.

I, shortly thereafter, asked Mom to teach me to dance. Our first lesson began not with the box step or something equally basic, but with the jitterbug. That was also our last lesson.

Mom told me that she’d had boyfriends other than Dad. Did any, I asked, ever propose to her? “About ten did,” she said. One of them, I now presume, must have been a guy named Seymour Pine.

Mom claimed to have gotten good grades in high school, saying the only reason she didn’t get into Vassar—the college of her dreams—was that she was Jewish. Those grades, in fact, were bad.

Dad first saw Mom, the girl of his dreams, she told me, as a cheerleader for Brooklyn College at some basketball game. She then, of course, performed that routine for me. I then, of course, felt the call to
become, well, some kind of star myself.

Mom, said Dad, used to look like Lena Horne. Mom herself told me that some Southern bus driver once told her to move to the back of the bus. (Mom and Dad had just married; Dad then went south—to Florida—for basic training; Mom visited him there.) But the driver then saw that she was white and laughed. In my retelling of the story, he does not see this, so she just moves to the back.

Mom never wore makeup—and nor, with such good skin, did she need to. This was because, she told me, she had once seen a very elegant old woman on the subway. This woman wore no makeup. Mom decided then and there to become just like her.

Mom, at five foot two, claimed to have been a very good basketball player. She claimed, moreover, to have, on various playgrounds, hustled men playing the game. Dad said it’s true.

During World War II, Dad was stationed in the Aleutian Islands. My oldest siblings—the twins Ricky and Micky (Eric and Maureen)—were born while he was out there. Upon returning home to the Bronx, he suggested they all move to Alaska. Mom said no. Who can blame her? But a pattern began, it seems to me, of Dad not getting what he needed. She would later say no to a proposed move from Queens to Scarsdale because there are no subways up there, to a move to Manhattan where of course there are subways, to a vacation home near Lake George because she’d rather camp up there and at any rate doesn’t want to take care of a second house, and to a boat to use there because, well, it might sink.

Mom liked to joke that, when pregnant with the twins, she was wider than she was tall. Even at five foot two, this is hard to picture. She must have meant wider around than she was tall.

Brother Bob, born three years later, soon developed meningitis. Upon recovery, some doctor advised Mom to never say no to Bob. Otherwise, the kid might get mad at her and have a relapse. This doctor probably meant for Mom to never say no to Bob for a period of weeks or maybe even months. She, though, understood him to mean never say no to Bob for the rest of his life.

When Steve was born, eleven years after Bob, it soon became clear—I was later told—that he never wanted to eat anything. This, I’d later joked, may have had something to do with Mom’s cooking. The only thing Steve would eat until he was about three were milkshakes that Dad made for him. And these would have eggs thrown in for extra protein. When Steve was twenty, he once complained to Mom about being only five foot eight. (Dad was over six feet tall, as are Ricky and Bob. I myself at the time was already five ten.) “Well,” she told him, “you would be taller if you’d ever had anything other than milkshakes!”

I was born—when Mom was thirty-eight—just two years after Steve. He would eventually tell me that I had been an accident. When I reported this to Dad, he joked that we were all accidents. And when I reported Dad’s joke to Mom, she said that I, at least, had been had on purpose, “to keep Steve company.”

Mom spoke strangely, I noticed early on. She never really conversed with anyone; she had monologues. These monologues were stories about either her past life or her work as a teacher of emotionally disturbed children at a school in Queens called the Lifeline Center for Child Development. (She had gotten a master’s degree in psychology shortly before Steve was born. Dad, I later learned, had had to write Mom’s thesis for her. Those emotionally disturbed kids were either autistic or schizophrenic.) And most such stories were about either how someone allegedly evil—usually Dad’s mom—did something terrible to her or how Mom herself did something great for someone great, like sing for Mayor LaGuardia or dance for Mitzi Gaynor. Mom tended, too, to fracture speech, much like the character Mrs. Malaprop in the 1775 play The Rivals. (Mom once said in all seriousness, “Mothers are the necessity of invention.” She meant, of course, that necessity is the mother of invention.) Dad, in fact, used to call Mom “Mrs. Malaprop.”

Special thanks to Kevin Kopelson and The Iowa Review for allowing us this excerpt. Kopelson’s essay can be read in its entirety in issue 45.1. Visit iowareview.org or Prairie Lights Bookstore to get your copy today!
THE ENGLERT THEATRE & LITTLE VILLAGE PRESENT

WITCHING HOUR

EXPLORING AND ENGAGING THE UNKNOWN

Witching Hour, a new festival, seeks to explore and engage the unknown through performance and discussion. The goal is to bring together our community to enjoy new art, to learn about the different ways we make things, to talk to each other, and to be inspired.

November 6 - 7  Iowa City, IA

CURATED BY MEMBERS OF
THE ENGLERT THEATRE, FILMSCENE,
LITTLE VILLAGE, MISSION CREEK FESTIVAL,
AND SEED HERE STUDIO
Become a Friend

As a non-profit theater, ticket sales and other earned income cover only a portion of our costs, and we need the help of community members like you. Donations to the Englert help support several aspects of operations including but not limited to outreach projects in our community, programming costs for artist performances and residencies, maintenance and preservation of our historic building, and capital improvement projects.

The Friends of the Englert program is our way to say thank you, providing donors of $30 or more with priority access to tickets for in-demand shows, free and discounted ticket prices, and other Englert insider benefits and information. Contact the Box Office or visit our website to sign up!

### $30 to $99
The ability to buy tickets BEFORE they go on sale to the general public (via email notification) and a discount code for half off of National Theatre Live and Bolshoi Ballet Screenings through 2015.

### $100 to $249
All of the above, plus:
Recognition in *Stages Magazine* (the Englert playbill) and frozen yogurt for two at Yotopia.

### $250 to $499
All of the above, plus:
A $25 gift certificate good for dinner on show nights at one of our wonderful Englert Eateries: 126, Clinton Street Social Club, Devotay, El Banditos, Share, Takanami or Trumpet Blossom Café.

### $500 to $999
All of the above, plus:
An additional $25 Englert Eatery gift certificate and email alerts when tickets are released for sold-out shows.

### $1000 +
All of the above, plus:
Dinner with the Englert Theatre Executive Team!

### $2500 +
All of the above, plus:
Sponsorship recognition on a mutually-agreed-to piece of Englert programming.

### Recognition
Benefits for Friends of the Englert begin the day you donate, and continue for 12 months, at which time you will have the opportunity to renew or upgrade your membership. You may also choose to give monthly or auto-renew your membership.

### Englert Eateries:
- 126
- El Banditos
- Clinton Street Social Club
- Devotay
- Share
- Takanami
- Trumpet Blossom Café
- Yotopia Frozen Yogurt
- Brown Bottle (North Liberty)
Our Friends of the Englert

IT IS WITH GRATITUDE THAT WE LIST OVER 1400 FRIENDS OF THE ENGLERT, INCLUDING ANONYMOUS DONORS, INDIVIDUALS, FOUNDATIONS, HOUSEHOLDS, AND BUSINESSES WHO SUPPORT THE ENGLERT IN THE FORM OF GOODS, SERVICES, AND FUNDING.

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING OUR MISSION AND HELPING US SERVE OUR COMMUNITY.

$2500+
Anonymous
ACT
Arts Midwest Touring Fund
Best Case Wines
Bread Garden Market
Cedar Ridge Vineyards
Tim & Diane Crosby
MC Ginsberg
Goodfellow Printing
Loren & Charles Hale
Hands Jewelers
Hills Bank & Trust
James Hayes
Integrated DNA Technologies
Iowa City/Coralville Convention and Visitors Bureau
Iowa Department of Cultural Affairs
National Endowment for the Arts
MidWestOne Bank
Monica Moen
New Pioneer Co-op
Press Citizen Media & Gannett Foundation
River Products Company Inc.
Rockwell Collins
Sheraton Iowa City
University of Iowa Community Credit Union
West Music Company
Zephyr Printing & Design

$1000 to $2499
Anonymous
Bobby & Noelle
Wally & Karen Chappell
Community Foundation of Johnson County
Vern Duba & Jon Feaver
Bruce & Mary Gantz
Laurie Gutmann
Lee-Ann Allen
Gary Appleby
Linda Bergquist
Douglas P. Brown
Joan & Joseph Bushnell
John W & Ellen K Buchanan
Jeff & Diane Buffo
John & Kim Callaghan
Richard & Ellen Caplan
Daniel & Terri Caplan
Jim & Anne Kelly
Kevin & Julie Monson
Kim & Jenny Stockee
Doug & Ann Allaire
Steve & Victoria West
LaDonna & Gary Wicklund

$250 to $499
Anonymous
Bill & Fran Albrecht
Lee-Ann Allen
Gary Appleby
Linda Bergquist
Jackie Blank
David & Cindy Brown
Matthew P. Brown
John W & Ellen K Buchanan
Jeff & Diane Buffo
John & Kim Callaghan
Richard & Ellen Caplan
Daniel & Terri Caplan
Thomas L. Cardella
Joyce Carman
Jo Catalano
Tom & Mary Cilek
Sarah Clark
Tony Colby
Maggie Conroy
Brian Cook & Susan Richards
Claudia Corwin & Tony Otoades
Jay & Cheri Crone
H. Dee & Myrene Hoover
Heretien & Stocker Jewelers
Kathy & Gary Edwards
Jill Endres Tomek
Sandra/Zoe Eskin

$500 to $999
Anonymous
AZZ Heating and Plumbing
Eddie & Judy Allen
Bradley & Riley PC
Paula O. Brandt
Jacqueline Briggs & Eric Gidal
Ken & Amy Brown
Jane Engeldinger & Michael O’Hara
Jon & Jessica Fogarty
Deb & Rick Forbes
Rick & Karen Fosse
Gary French
Laura Frey Law & Ian Law
Miriam Gilbert
Luke & Hillary Granfield
Barbara Haring
Rick & Lynn Loula
Katherine & John Movers
Mark & Leslie Nolte
Carrie Z. Norton
Jenny Noyce & Wesley Beary
Chuck & Mary Ann Peters
Tami & Greg Pollari
Tom Rocklin
Patricia Winokur & Tom Scholz
Dr. William & Marlene Stafford
William & Marlene Stanford
Pat & Tom Struve
Kristin Summerwill
Talgrass Business Resources
Jason & Traci Wagner
Weigel Family
Steve & Victoria West
LaDonna & Gary Wicklund

$100 to $249
Anonymous
Randy & Rosi Adams
Zach & Charity Adams
Richard & Linda Aerts
Sheri Albrecht & Steve Carriger
Doug & Ann Allaire
Steven W. & Robin A. Anderson
Lea Fleischer
Richard & Sunday Antrim
Agnes Apicella
The Appliance Barn
Steven & Mary Aquilino
Ron & Kathy Fielder
Scott & Sue Freeman
Pamela French
Brian Gehlbach & Krista Johnson
Josh & Jennifer Gersten
Joann Goerd
James Harris
Colin D. Hennessy
Gary & Kathy Henry
Michele Hinz
Ellen L. Jones
Joe & Julie Kearney
Katherine & Dwight Keller
Christopher Klitgaard & Erin Johnson Klitgaard
Jim & Elizabeth Leach
Nancy & John LePeau
Michael & Shelly Maharry
Tom & Deb Markus
John Menninger
Alan & Kris Nagel
Ron & Niki Neems
Loras & Karen Neuroth
Mary New
Polly & Armord Paglai
Scott Palmberg
The Perry Foundation
Luke & Tammia Prottsman
Neil & Nancy Quelhorst
Nancy Romine
Tom & Carol Rosenberger
Jim & Janet Ross
In Memory of Rebecca Miller
Susan Shullaw
Southgate Development
Susan T. Straus
Dick & Joyce Summerwill
Gail & Dan Swartzendruber
Bruce Tarwater & Ruth Bradley
Marty & Cindy Tuning
Bruce & Dedi Walker
Jim & Christine Walters
Rory & Amanda West
Whitedog, Inc.
Paul Wise & Joan Folkmann
Christopher & Anne York
Mark & Laurie Zaiger
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Susan T. Straus
Dick & Joyce Summerwill
Gail & Dan Swartzendruber
Bruce Tarwater & Ruth Bradley
Marty & Cindy Tuning
Bruce & Dedi Walker
Jim & Christine Walters
Rory & Amanda West
Whitedog, Inc.
Paul Wise & Joan Folkmann
Christopher & Anne York
Mark & Laurie Zaiger

Melissa Arey
Ronald & Connie Arispe
Gary Aurand & Tonya Peoples
Peter & Vicki Bachman
Phillip Bafunno on behalf of Mr. & Mrs. Nate Kaeding
Martha & Rick Bailie
Dan & Pam Bair
Jeannie & Craig Bancroft
Ed & Ethel Barker
Nancy Barnes
Rhonda & John Barr
Brooks Bartenhagen
Patrick Bauer & Christine Lazzie
Lisa Baum
Becky Baumgartner
River Music Experience
Audrey & Tom Beatty
Steve & Gwen Beck
Debbie Beermann & David Van Dusseldorp
Linda & Doug Behrendt
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen Bender
P. E. Bethke
Valerie Davine Bills & David Bills
Nancy Bird
Susan Birrell
Martin & Susan Blindo
Roger & Kit Boldt
Bear Dharma Clan
Barbara Booth & Tom Carlisle
Becky Boscaljon
Steve & Amy
Peg Boucka
Jo & Steve Bowers
Willard & Susan Boyd
David Bozian
Randy & Sue Braverman
Jeff & Sara Braverman
Steve Breese
Doug Brenner
Shelley Brighi
Joseph D. Brisben
Andy Brodie
Jennifer & David Brondor
Carolyn Brown & Jerry Zimmerman
Carl Brown
Alicia Brown-Matthes
W. Bryan & Virginia Clemons
Charley Buck & Patricia Rossmann
Mike Buckman
Ginny Buresh
Mike Wilson & Molly Burma
Robert & Mary Rita Burns
Paul & Joan Burns
Richard & Ann Burton
Doug & Julie Buch
William & Barbara Buss
Helen & Bill Byington
Jeanne Cadoret
Pam & Jim Cantrell
Michael Carberry
J. David & Alexandria Carey
Ryan and Megan Carnahan
Charles Carroll & Lois Geist
Robert Chadima
Michael Chibnik
Gene & Betsy
Joe Christopher
Alice & JP Clausen
M. Cleveland
James & Katherine Clifton
Brett Cloyd & Debra Venzke
Barb & Dave Coates
Stu & Deb Cobb
Benjamin Coelho & Karen Charney
Leah Cohen
Randy E. Cole
Rene & Gregory Cole
Jim & Sue Collins
Noel & Elaine Cook
Jeff Crone & Elise Johnson
Velma & Robert Crum
Jon & Judy Cryer
Jill Cryer
Dan & Laurie Cummings
Terry Cunningham
Sue & Cliff Curry
Pete & Julie Damiano
Lucy David & Len Sandler
Nancy Davin
Chad, Colleen, Sophia Davis
Brad Davis
Richard De Puma
Gerald & Janice Denehy
Justin, Alicia, & Matilda Denman
Terry & Jo Dickens
Greg & Susan Dirks
Total Tree Care of Iowa City
Lori Doherty
Theodore & Helene Donta
Tuyet Baruah
Beth Duder
Lori Duncan
Mary Dunkin

The Englert Theatre
39 38th Ave, Amana, IA 52203
319-622-6262 : OLDCREAMERY.COM

BARNUM
September 10 - 27

PARADE
July 2 - 19

HEROES
July 23 - Aug. 16

WHALE
May 10 - June 9

Barnum
July 23 - Aug. 16

Parade
July 2 - 19

Town Hall Meeting
October 8 - November 8

Shear Madness
July 23 - August 16

Barnum
September 10 - 27

Terry Cunningham
Sue & Cliff Curry
Pete & Julie Damiano
Lucy David & Len Sandler
Nancy Davin
Chad, Colleen, Sophia Davis
Brad Davis
Richard De Puma
Gerald & Janice Denehy
Justin, Alicia, & Matilda Denman
Terry & Jo Dickens
Greg & Susan Dirks
Total Tree Care of Iowa City
Lori Doherty
Theodore & Helene Donta
Tuyet Baruah
Beth Duder
Lori Duncan
Mary Dunkin

Make sure you check out our website for our Theatre for Young Audiences Season!
“Although we live about 150 miles away, the Englert is our favorite theater for concerts due to its atmosphere, the programing of some of our favorite artists (Aimee Mann, Dawes, Greg Brown, Tweedy, etc.), great acoustics and sightlines, and the friendliness of the staff. One memorable moment was on a very cold winter night when we had traveled to see Lucinda Williams. The walk from the car was freezing, but when we arrived at the door, we were greeted with a smile and a friendly ‘Come on in, it’s warm inside.’ Indeed it is.” – Bob and Rochelle Gorg, Cuba, IL
Beth Hanna
Rod Hanze
Diana Harris
D. Hartsock
David & Susan Hartwell
David Hanan
Janis Hauenstein & Craig Johnson
Nancy Hauserman
Dr. & Mrs. Benny Hawkins
Matthew & Mary Kate Hayek
Megan Marquardt & William Hedgcock
Margaret & Mark Heffron
Karen Heimer & Joe Lang
Walter Helms
Lyell Henry & Gretchen Holt
Jack Herring
David & Elly Hesli
Jacquelyn Hess
David & Carol Heusinkveld
Brad & Joni Hindman
Howard Hintze
Michele Hinz
Stacey Hockett Sherlock & Jim Sherlock
Terri Hockom
Mike & Julie Hodge
Rev. Don & Kathy Hudson
Mary Hower
Lena Hoffmeier
Mark Holbrook
Sarah E. Holecek
Wm. B. Hood, Jr. & Gwendolyn
David & Marianne Hopewell
Onna Houck
Jim & Judy Houghton
Hans House & Kristi Chang
James Howe
Veronica Hubbard
Jan & Kenn Hubel
Dick & Judy Hupfeld
Nancy Husted
Ron & Pat Ikan
Lisa & Todd Jacobson
James Jeffries
Kent & Sue Jelde
Donna Johnson
Mary Johnson
Phyllis B. Jones
Phillip E & Jo Lavera Jones
Marianne Jones & Joe Nelson
Barbara Jonas
James Jorgensen
Marvin & Julie Jungling
Michael & Lucy Karnell
Will & Wendy Keen
Sandy Keller
Loren Keller
Jane Kelso
Linda & Richard Kerber
Michael Kienzle & Susan Fry
Bill & Sue Kimmel
Mary Kindred
Carl Klaus
Jen, Ted, Arlo & Mae Knights
John & Claudia Knotun
John & Patricia
Jan Friedman & John Kramer
Ron & Renee Kramer
Amy & Paul Krekowski
Les & Sue Kuehl
Steve & Kathy Lafaurie
Donita & Richard Langholdt
Robert Larkin
Lance & Becky Larsen
Dusty & Daryl Larson
Paula Laube
Art & Rose Lauer
Mary Laughlin & Roger Swartz
Heidi Lauritzen
Tom Lawrence
Gary Lawrenson & Linda Rice
Dorothy & Howard Lewis
Robin Lillie
Maggie Lillie
Terry & Sherry Lint
Jan & Stephen Locher
Jeff & Lisa Lorenger
Michael Lortz
Sylla Lowther
Scott & Tori Lumberland
Brenda Lyle
Nancy Lynch
Jane Lyons & John Macatee
Alan MacRae
Corey K. Creekmur & Teresa Mangum
Stephanie & Ray Manning
Mike & Joanne Margolin
Linda Marsh
Lynette L. Marshall & Jeffery L. Ford
Emily Martin
Phoebe & Andy Martin
Dan Mascal & Mageen Gillette
Mary Jo Masteller
Katherine Mathews & Edward Silagi
Nicole Maurus
Doug McBride

THE CURTAIN RAISER featuring
THE SECOND CITY
IMPROV ALL-ASTARS
AUGUST 22, 2015

Join us for our annual 2015-16 Season Kickoff Event!

This year is more special than ever with entertainment provided by The Second City, Chicago’s premiere improv troupe!

Single ticket and ticket packages available!

THE LAST FIVE YEARS
OPENS AUGUST 28, 2015
This modern musical ingeniously chronicles the five year life of a marriage, from meeting to break-up and from break-up to meeting.


CALENDAR GIRLS
OPENS SEPTEMBER 11, 2015
A Women's Institute chapter’s fundraising effort for a local hospital by posing nude for a calendar becomes a sensation.

"Dazzlingly funny, shamelessly sentimental and utterly captivating ... the mingling of pathos and comedy here is simply unbeatable." -Spectator

THE WEIR
OPENS OCTOBER 16, 2015
Conor McPherson’s The Weir is a haunting evocative evening in the theatre you will never forget.

"The Weir, invites us to re-examine the theater, and to ask ourselves what we seek from stories and those who tell them..." - The New York Times
When I think of all the money the Englert has saved me by bringing my ‘bucket list’ of entertainers to Iowa City, I am compelled to assist them financially. I’ve seen Lucinda Williams, Mavis Staples, Steve Earle, Indigo Girls, Son Volt, John Hiatt, Los Lobos, Leon Russell, Rosanne Cash, and on, and on, and on. Then they bring me live theater from London and interesting art in their gallery upstairs. All of this—door to door—in fifteen minutes or less. That’s why I give. It’s an easy decision to support my friends and all they do. How could you not?” —Vern Duba, Iowa City, IA
Cynthia Parsons
Amy Dobrian and Mike Partridge
Dick & Shirley Paul
Chris & Mary Paulson
Ingrid & David Peate
Pediatric Associates of Iowa City & Coralville
Mark & Bonnie Penno
John Pepke
Marlene Perrin
Fred & June Perry
George Perry
Al & Dottie Persson
Joanne Peterson
Helen Phelan
Dorsey Phelps
Anne Phillips
Chris & Beth Anne Pigge
Sharon Beckman & Ron Pile
Andy Piro
Sherri Pitkin
Joseph Plank
Judith Platz
Pleasant Valley Garden Center
Ruth Polgreen
John & Laurie Ponto
Nancy L. Porter
Claire Spangler & Jeff Porter
Tyler Priest
Sarah & Brent Pritchard
Tom & Barb Pronk
Mike & Aggie Putz
Janeen Quandt & Laurie Riley
David Quegg
Greg & Rena Raecker
Crystal Raiber & Matt Wilkey
John & Theola Rarick
Joe & Martha Rasmussen
The Tuesday Agency
Mark Reagan
Ace Reagan
Aaron Rempp
Kathleen Renquist
Hal Richerson
Susan Riedl
Paul & Pam Ries
Kelli & Ed Rinderspacher
Art & Dianne Roche
Earl & Susan Rogers
Ed Rolenc
Ben & Megan
Jack & Trudi Rosazza
Marcy Rosenbaum & Roy Reynolds
In Memory of Judy Rowles
Jean & Scott Rude
Rip Russell
Sarah Russett
Amy Ruth & David McGraw
Tim & Shonda Ryken
Bob Saunders
Gene Savin & Susan Enzle
Robert & Hutha Sayre
Aaron Schaefer
Mollie Schlue
Cyndie & Russ Schmeiser
John Schmidt & Allison York
Rita & Robert Schmidt
Cynthia Schmidt
Jack & Coleen Schmiller
Mike Schmitz
Tim Schroeder
Sally Scott & Jimmy Potash
Mark Scully & KT LaBadie
Katie & Mike Selburg
Jennifer Sessions
Doug Seyb
Dave & Pat Seydel Auto & Truck, Inc.
John Shaw
The Sheehan’s
John & Trisha Shepard
Andrew Sherburne & Elizabeth Graf
Joellen Shoemaker
Dick & Vicki Siefers
Harlan Sifford
Drs. Renee Buchanan & Jason Sifford
Stephen & Belinda Siglin
Tim & Lynn Skopec
Wendi Slaughter
David Waldo & Susan Smith
John & Cathy Solow
Remax Affiliates
Jim Spevak
Anthony Spitzer & Diane Van Hoozer
Squaw Creek Millwork
Virginia Stamler
Tracy & Cindy Stamp
Alan & Sharon Kay Stang
Kenneth & Raija Starck
Matthew Steele
Mary Stein
Mara & Andy Stewart
Wm Allen Stewart
Serena Stier & Steve Burton
Tricia & Brad Stiles
John Stokes
Andrew & Pamela J. Stone
Kelly Stone & Rob McCarthy  
Faye & Gordon Strayer  
Cynthia Strong & Marty St. Clair  
Pat & Bill Sueppel  
Renee Sueppel  
Sonia Sugg & Joel Shilyansky  
Rod Sullivan & Melissa Fath  
Mel & Diane Sunshine  
Surroundings Interiors  
Colby Swan  
Nasreen Syed & Thomas Hendricks  
Vince & Kelli Taeger  
Marshall & Abby Tague  
Rijn Templeton  
Tim Terry & Gretchen Rice  
Brad & Diane Thayer  
John Thomas  
Toby & Gina Thomas  
Stacy Thompson  
Amy & Andy Thompson  
David & Denise & Mike Tiffany  
Joe & Rebecca Truszkowski  
Michael Tschantz Salon  
Dick & Buffie Tucker  
Jim & Grace Tully  
Ellen Twinam  
Ann & David Ure  
Alan & Sharon Kay Stang  
Craig & Sara Vander Leest  
Richard & Susan Vermeer  
Rhoda Vernon  
Stephen Vincent  
Dennis & Karen Visser  
Teri Voyna  
Tim & Vicki Walch  
Susan & Michael Wall  
Pet & Kathryn Wallace  
Rick & Laura Walton  
Kevin Watkins & Mary Mockaitis  
Mary & Austin Wedemeyer  
Joe Wegman  
Doug & Lori Wenzel  
Mary Westbrook  
Naomi & Brendan Whalen  
Allyson Wheaton  
Dorothy & John Whiston  
Larry & Connie Wilken  
Paul & Gail Williams  
Hank Williams  
Dalayne & Eric Williamson  
Harold Williamson  
Dan & Sara Wing  
Thais Winkleblack & Hank Priest  
Betty Winokur  
Terry Clark & Marguerite Yeutter  
Joseph and Kineret Zabner  
Peter W. Zevnenbergen, Jr.  
Lori Ziegenhorn  
Ekhard & Wendy Ziegler  
Joe & Barbara Ziegler  

Gifts have been given in memory or in honor of the following people:  
Paul Adams  
Lana Archer  
Bob Braverman  
Glenna Cobb  
Lea Fleischer  
Lois Greenwood  
Carla & Jim Hansen  

A note on corrections:  
We strive to recognize our donors with accuracy, but The Englert Theatre recently switched to a new donor software and would appreciate your feedback if you think there is a mistake on this list. Please email katie@englert.org with any questions or concerns.

---

**CLINTON STREET SOCIAL CLUB**  
**GASTROPUB & SPEAKEASY**

**JOIN US**

**SUNDAY**  
**THRU**  
**SATURDAY**  
**FOR DINNER**

**Social Hour**  
4-6PM  
½ OFF ALL DRAUGHT BEER  
FREE POOL & DARTS

**FREE LIVE JAZZ**  
1ST AND 3RD THURSDAYS EVERY MONTH

Located in Downtown Iowa City • 18½ S Clinton St.  
319.351.1690 • clintonstreetsocial.com
West Music and the Power of Making Music

Whether you need to buy a solid gold flute or mariachi instruments, enrich your life with music lessons or therapy, or support your grade school’s music program, West Music is Eastern Iowa’s resource for all things music.

Celebrating their 75th anniversary next year, West Music is a local treasure with an ever-widening reach, expanding to seven stores across Iowa and Western Illinois whose mission is, “Creating musical communities by providing knowledge, products, services people need to experience the power of making music.”

Ryan West, Senior Vice President of West Music, said the company is finding its niche in providing resources and products to unique musical communities.

One community West Music emphasizes is young and beginning music students, from Pre-Kindergarten to high school. The company strives to make its resources and knowledge available to students and teachers, not only in Iowa City schools but across Eastern Iowa.

“Our educational representatives call on schools from West Branch to North Liberty, Muscatine to Burlington, from northern Missouri to southern Minnesota and Wisconsin and Illinois,” said West. “We have eleven associates who spend each day travelling and bringing a local music store to these communities.”

This traveling music store is crucial for making resources available to a variety of communities, where the small town music shop is all but extinct.

“We want to bring the store to them and be a resource to the educator, providing the tools they need to be successful in the classroom, and support them in their continued journey,” said West.

West Music also offers continuing education workshops across the country for general music teachers to help them develop their craft and learn new ways to engage local music communities.

West said the company’s education consultants, many of whom are former educators themselves, take into account teachers’ budgets and what they hope to accomplish in the classroom so they can help teachers plan their curriculums and find the materials they need. West is constantly on the lookout for better quality products at a better price for educators.

“If we can find a better sand block, rhythm stick, or other classroom tool that is a foundation of early music, and bring them in at a better quality and price, then we can help music education and school music programs improve,” he said.

The people behind West Music care deeply about fostering musical experiences for all, and they are always discovering new trends in music communities and school programs. One recent addition to West Music was providing instruments and support for mariachi and Latin music in Eastern Iowa schools, reflecting our growing Hispanic population.

West Music began to explore how they could support this new avenue of musical engagement after learning of Iowa’s first school band mariachi program in Denison, IA, a rural town in western Iowa where the school district population is 80 to 90 percent Hispanic.

“If you’re a Latino or Hispanic student, traditional school music and band orchestra may not speak to you,” said West. “However, when the school music directors incorporated mariachi, it invigorated and energized the entire community.”

West Music partnered with A member of Mariachi Reyes de Oeste, the Dennison, IA Mariachi program
Marcia Neel, a Las Vegas-based consultant and leader in music education, and José Hernández, an internationally-recognized mariachi musician, composer, and educator to develop West Music Mariachi which has recently transitioned to being called La Tradición Music.

This division of West Music focuses on providing the instruments and educational support to bring Latin and mariachi music to the classroom. West Music participates in national mariachi music educator workshops, shares curriculum resources and lesson plans, and sells products including their own José Hernández Signature Series and La Tradición Music instruments, two lines of mariachi and Latin instruments handcrafted in Mexico.

Before West Music found their niche in mariachi instruments, the company became a world-renowned distributor of unique flutes. Pearl West, West Music’s founder and Ryan West’s late grandfather, was passionate about crafting handmade flutes. He realized, however, that as a small producer of flutes in their home on Ridge Road limited the caliber and number of instruments he would be able to produce. In order to provide higher quality instruments, Pearl decided to explore distributing professionally-manufactured flutes from Japan.

Pearl’s son and current Chairman of West Music, Stephen West, traveled to Japan in the ’70s, where he developed a lasting relationship with fine flute manufacturer, Miyazawa Flutes. West Music began distributing Miyazawa Flutes in North and South America, and over the years has created its division Flute Authority, which today offers a wide variety of flutes for intermediate and advanced players including silver-plated, 14-karat, solid gold, and even platinum flutes.

West Music is also known for its music therapy, developed nearly twenty years ago after witnessing the impact of the University of Iowa’s program. The program currently employs 14 music therapists who work in the community, at hospice organizations, hospitals, and with individuals on a one-to-one basis.

“Whether it’s helping clients with developmental needs experience the power of making music, sharing music with other specialized populations, or providing hospice care, it’s remarkably touching,” said West. “Hospice care situations provide opportunities for connection, celebration, closure, and peace to a family...Music truly makes everyone’s life better.”

At their roots, West Music is a local shop that has grown up from their downtown Iowa City origins, has passed from generation to generation, has supported and partnered with a variety of performing arts venues and non-profit organizations, has transformed into a place where international resources meet local needs in whatever forms they may take, where their educated staff create relationships with clients whether they visit a store or the store visits them, and where, ultimately, they hope to create the opportunity for a musical experience for as many people as possible.

West said his dream is that by supporting musical performance within our community, including live shows at the Englert, West Music will inspire patrons to embark on their own music-making journey.

“You don’t have to be Jeff Tweedy or Mavis Staples to play music,” he said. “Music-making adds to everyone’s quality of life, and between the incredible performing arts opportunities that exist in our communities and the resources that we at West Music can provide, more people can experience and enjoy the power of making music.”

To learn more about West Music’s programs, lessons, and products, visit www.westmusic.com or your local West Music store.

Students enjoying drumming class at Clear Creek Amana
In the heart of Iowa City
Great music, drinks, food specials, weekend breakfast, and delivery.

icmill.com 120 E. Burlington St. 351-9529

countrystonemasons.com | 319-321-7198
Traditional Stone Masonry | Restoration | Architectural Stone Carving
Public and Private Sculpture | Interior Residential Stone Elements
Stone Landscape Design and Installation | Natural Stone Countertop Fabrication
Residential and Commercial Masonry
TASTY IOWA
POPCORN!

WINE
BEER

A NON-PROFIT CINEMA DEDICATED TO ENRICHING THE IOWA CITY AREA THROUGH FILM.

NEW RELEASE FILMS • CLASSICS • AMERICAN INDIES • DOCUMENTARIES • WORLD CINEMA
SPECIAL EVENTS • FAMILY SERIES • LATE NIGHT MOVIES • ROOFTOP FILMS

SEE IT AT FILMSCENE!

WWW.ICFILMSCENE.ORG
118 E. COLLEGE ST.

A NON-PROFIT CINEMA DEDICATED TO ENRICHING THE IOWA CITY AREA THROUGH FILM.
Over a century ago, 19 citizens of Hills, Iowa, with a dream of opening a local savings bank, pooled $10,000 and made their dream a reality. Celebrating its 111th anniversary this year, Hills Bank and Trust Company has grown to the second largest independently-owned bank in Iowa, with 18 offices across Linn, Johnson, and Washington counties. Its success was won the old fashioned way—by serving the customers’ needs, one person at a time.

Dwight Seegmiller, President and CEO of Hills Bank, said the Bank was founded on the principle that banks should care about the people they serve and provide ways to help them prosper.

“Hills Bank actively supports many non-profit organizations and youth and education-based programs in the Eastern Iowa Corridor. We believe our support helps to give adults and children the tools they need to become leaders in our communities,” he said.

Support from Hills Bank comes in many forms. Nonprofits and local organizations are encouraged to approach the Bank for sponsorship and partnership opportunities. But Hills Bank also encourages its employees to volunteer.

“Hills Bank believes in donating our time and treasure to the communities we serve,” said Seegmiller.

This commitment to service was incorporated into the bank’s 110th anniversary celebrations last year. Hills Bank organized special events for the community and staff members including several fundraisers such as collecting 84.5 pounds of pop tabs for the Ronald McDonald House and collecting money to give to the American Red Cross. In June 2014, staff gave away $10 bills in all the offices and asked customers to Pay It Forward.

Paying it forward is an ideal at the core of Hills Bank as they invest in the future of the community by supporting education and families. Seegmiller said that Hills Bank invests in several education-based programs in the Iowa City and neighboring school districts. In addition, the Bank supports volunteer-based opportunities and education programs run by bank employees during business hours.

“Hills Bank employees teach
area junior high students about banking basics two days every month of the school year through the Hills Bank Banking 101 program, host and teach 40 youth about entrepreneurship every year through the University of Iowa John Pappajohn Youth Entrepreneurship Camp, and honor 40 sixth graders with the Hills Bank John R. Hughes Leadership Program," he said.

They also award outstanding students for leadership through the Hills Bank Leadership Grant and the annual Hills Bank Youth Salute program. The Leadership Grant is awarded to as many as 20 students each year. The recipients, who apply during their junior year in high school, attend nine hours of leadership training sponsored by Hills Bank during their senior year. They receive $1,000 for the fall semester of their first year of college that can be used at any of Iowa's accredited universities, colleges, or community colleges. The Hills Bank Youth Salute Awards are part of a larger program of the National Council on Youth Leadership (NCYL) that aims to recognize the leaders of tomorrow by helping develop and recognize their skills in the present.

“Hills Bank is proud to have been the sole local sponsor for the past 20 years,” said Seegmiller. “Students are recommended for the award by administrators, guidance counselors, and teachers because they have shown strong leadership and academic skills. They have been involved in many school and community activities and have taken a directive role in those activities.”

When it comes to supporting families in the area, Hills Bank believes in being service-oriented and responsive.

“We try to take the intimidation out of banking and keep it simple,” said Seegmiller. “Our staff at each location is trained to work with our customers individually, one at a time, and listen to their needs.”

Hills Bank is a major home lender in the area and also finances rental housing, including affordable housing. The Bank supports small businesses, encouraging customers to have good financial information, which makes it easier for the owner to manage the business.

“We assist businesses by doing the basics well, including making loans and offering useful deposit products and services,” said Seegmiller. “We hold many seminars including ones for transition planning for family businesses, trust and estate planning, and annual events in the business field. We do this because we can only be as successful as our customers are, so we do what we can to improve the likelihood that their hard work will be rewarded.”

Few banks are as locally focused as Hills Bank; they are owned, governed, and led locally. Seegmiller said that they have not expanded outside the three county area of Johnson, Linn, and Washington in order to retain a truly local orientation.

“Our cultural focus is one of service to our customers, friends, and neighbors,” he said.
Thank You for Voting Us “Best of the Area” Car Dealership
2010 • 2011 • 2012 • 2013 • 2014

TOYOTA/SCION

Where Our People Make the Difference

SEE WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY!

“Service that exceeded our expectations...”

“Thank you for helping to
make my purchase a success.
You have my full support.”

“Thank you for helping
to make my purchase
a success. You have
my full support.”

“Thank you for helping
my father with the
purchase of his used car.
You were most helpful!”

“Thank you for helping
my mother with her
purchase of a new car.
You were very professional.”

“Thanks so much for
making an incredible
deal happen. We
will look forward to
doing business with
you in the future.”

Your ad could be here.

EMAIL

KATIE@ENGLERT.ORG
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For more information or if you have concerns about your own hearing health, contact: Wendell Johnson Speech & Hearing Clinic: (319) 335-8736 or www.uiowa.edu/~ui-safe or http://clas.uiowa.edu/comsci/clinical-services

And they have some sound advice for you…

Taking steps to protect your hearing today helps guard against hearing loss in the future. Both the volume of sound AND the length of time exposed to loud sounds can cause sound-induced and — unfortunately— irreversible hearing loss.

To our audience members: Do you believe today's performance is excessively loud? If so, head to the Box Office where the UI-SAFE group has provided earplugs for you at no cost.

Our partners are also helping us monitor our production crew's continued hearing health by providing routine hearing screenings at the Wendell Johnson Speech and Hearing Clinic. We thank you!

The Englert Theatre is proud to partner with the Wendell Johnson Speech and Hearing Clinic at the University of Iowa and its student-faculty audiology team, UI-SAFE (Sound Awareness for Everyone).

AND THEY HAVE SOME SOUND ADVICE FOR YOU...

- To our audience members: Do you believe today's performance is excessively loud? If so, head to the Box Office where the UI-SAFE group has provided earplugs for you at no cost.
- Our partners are also helping us monitor our production crew’s continued hearing health by providing routine hearing screenings at the Wendell Johnson Speech and Hearing Clinic. We thank you!

For more information or if you have concerns about your own hearing health, contact: Wendell Johnson Speech & Hearing Clinic: (319) 335-8736 or www.uiowa.edu/~ui-safe or http://clas.uiowa.edu/comsci/clinical-services
“It’s just an age. It’s just a year, you know. We are still vital. We still have a lot to offer to the world. We still have the ability to learn things. We still have the ability to keep ourselves healthy and strong. I would just want people to know that age is just a number. It’s just a number.”

- Kathy Mitchell, Senior Center member

Portraits by Peter Feldstein
Let’s Celebrate!

tim’s tenth
2015/2016

september
M BRUCEMORCHESTRA! 1812 AND MORE
9/12 • brucemore lawn

october
G BERNADETTE PETERS with Orchestra Iowa
10/3 • paramount theatre
M A NATIONAL ROMANCE
10/16 • iowa city west high
10/17 • paramount theatre

november
M THE FIFTH SEASON
11/6 • iowa city west high
11/7 • paramount theatre

december
B THE NUTCRACKER with Ballet Quad Cities
12/5-6 • paramount theatre
P HOLIDAY SPECTACULAR
12/19-20 • paramount theatre

january
G LA TRAVIATA • Cedar Rapids Opera Theatre
1/15 & 17 • paramount theatre
M STIRRING FANTASIES
1/29 • coralville center for the performing arts
1/30 • paramount theatre

february
P DISNEY IN CONCERT: TALES AS OLD AS TIME
2/27-28 • paramount theatre

march
M NEW FRONTIERS
3/11 • coralville center for the performing arts
3/12 • paramount theatre

april
B RUSSIAN FAIRYTALES with Ballet Quad Cities
4/23-24 • paramount theatre

may
M MISSA SOLEMNIS
5/6 • paramount theatre

June
P BIG BAD VODOO DADDY with Orchestra Iowa
5/21 • paramount theatre
M A HERO’S LIFE
6/4 • paramount theatre

319.366.8203 • ORCHESTRAIOWA.ORG
Englert Commissions

The amount of creativity contained within the Iowa City area is astounding. Musicians, artists, writers, photographers, and more are abundant within the Corridor, adding to the flavor of this Midwest oasis of art and culture. The Englert Theatre wanted to highlight this talent and began offering collaborative opportunities to local artists, commissioning projects to commemorate Englert milestones, our ever-supportive community, and the city we call home.

**Iowa City Song Project**

In celebration of its 100th birthday in 2012, The Englert Theatre commissioned 31 Iowan musicians and bands to write and record songs inspired by Iowa City. The result is the *Iowa City Song Project*, an album as diverse and cutting edge as the city itself. The album contains a spectrum of music from roots-rock to the avant-garde, bringing together a community of artists in a unique musical experience. Give it a listen at https://soundcloud.com/englert. CDs and LPs are available for purchase at the box office.

**Englert at 100**

*Englert at 100* showcases Iowa City-based photographer Sandy Dyas' celebration of the Englert's centennial year. Her photos document Englert show days from bus arrivals to post-performance loadouts. Dyas was given full access behind the scenes, capturing performers warming up in the dressing rooms and Englert staff working their offstage magic, creating an artistic documentation of the theater's identity.

**An Illustrated Century by Josh Carroll**

Local artist Josh Carroll was commissioned to create a comic book documenting a century of Englert Theatre history including its 1912 Vaudeville origins, movie theatre hayday, and performing arts center reincarnation. This richly-illustrated timeline provides an engaging way to connect with the past and trace the journey of Iowa City's last remaining historic theater.

**Poetry by Dora Malech**

In 2014, the Englert celebrated its 10-year anniversary as a nonprofit. Celebrations included special performances, dinners, and commissioned work from poet and former Iowa City resident Dora Malech. The Englert commissioned Malech to write original poetry for the anniversary, celebrating the theme of gratitude. Without the efforts and continuing support of the community, the Englert wouldn't exist as it is today, and we are forever grateful to our donors, sponsors, patrons, and volunteers.

**Artist-In-Residence 2014 - Nat Baldwin**

The Englert believes in supporting emerging and working artists and has created an Artist-in-Residence Program to allow artists time to work on their projects while experiencing and engaging with the Iowa Creative Corridor. Bassist/composer Nat Baldwin of the rock band Dirty Projectors was the first resident hosted in February 2014. Baldwin's residency included substantial time for him to work on new compositions as well as to engage with the Corridor community by conducting a songwriting workshop with students from Tate High School and visiting area cultural institutions with local artists.

CDs, LPs, Illustrated Century books, and photography are available for purchase at the box office and at select shows.
Devotay
Real. Good. Food.

Snacks and signature cocktails ‘til Midnight Friday & Saturday

2 blocks away :: 117 N Linn

THE OF REAL ESTATE PERFECTED.

At TeamListens.com

Alan Swanson
Adam Pretorius
Tim Conroy
319.321.3129
RIVERSIDE THEATRE

September 25 – October 18
SHIPWRECKED! by Donald Margulies

Tropical monsoons! Giant squids! Adventure on the high seas! (Suitable for all ages!)

November 6—22
THE GLASS MENAGERIE by Tennessee Williams

Both dreamlike & shatteringly real, this iconic American classic examines a family on the edge of the abyss.

Share Wine Lounge & Small Plate Bistro

Sip, Swirl and Share

Share Wine Lounge & Small Plate Bistro
210 South Dubuque Street
at the Sheraton in Iowa City
(319) 354-4640

At U.S. Bank, our customers and our communities are always center stage. We are privileged to support inspiring performances and programs that enrich the quality of life for everyone.

Proud to support The Englert

U.S. Bank | 204 E Washington St | 319.356.9000

All of us serving you.
usbank.com
TICKETING THE ENGLERT THEATRE TO BRING YOU THE ENTERTAINMENT YOU LOVE.

WWW.MIDWESTIX.COM

FROM TWINKLE TO TCHAIKOVSKY

Join us as we celebrate 40 years of growing tiny twinklers into fine musicians, and even finer people.
Since reopening in 2004, over 900 people have donated over 40,000 hours of their time to The Englert Theatre.

Over 6000 Hours
Kent Smith

Over 1000 Hours
Linda Bergquist
Diana Durham
Carol Rosenberger
Tom Rosenberger
Diane Smith
Cheryl Tugwell

Over 500 Hours
Charles Brungardt
Dawn Harbor
Judy Keefer
Julie Spencer
Marge Stell
Andrea Woodhead

Over 100 Hours
Margo Abbott
Ruth Bradley
Doug Brown
Vicki Burgess
Susan Bye
Bethany Condon
Dottie Frank
Pam French
Steve Gardner
Connie Goeb
Therese Guedon
Pete Hammond
Sally Hartman
Sara Harvey
Trevor Harvey
Megan Hensel
Elizabeth Holm
Donna Johnson
Wayne Johnson
Mary Johnson
JaNae Ketterling
Brian Kleis
Christina Lee
Perry Lenz
Rick Lewis
Sue Lewis
Rachael Lindhart
Diane Machaita
Dave Moore
Lanette Morgan
Michael Morgan
Cheyenne Munson
Jeanne Nelson
Steve Nelson
Rachel Olson
Andrea O'Rourke
Christina Patramanis
Deone Pedersen
Megan Petkewec
Michael Petkewec
Jann Pidgeon
Theola Barick
Kathleen Renquist
Pam Ries
Paul Ries
Nathan Rogers
Josh Sazon
Kim Schillig
Linda Schreiber
Mary Lund Shumaker
Jeanne Somsky
Virginia Stamler
Janet Stephan
Peggy Stokes
Bruce Tarwater
Mary Vasey
Helen Wilson
Ron Wright
Sherri Zastrow

Over 50 Hours
Emily Anderson
Meggie Aube
Jill Beardsley
Bob Boelman
Hyla Boelman
Heather Brunner
Ian Corbin
Donald Denis
Aimee Donnelly
Ann Drop
Katherine Drop
Jon Eberlin
Natalie Ehalt
Alan Frank
Jim Gulland
Rita Holm
Kassi Koehler
Stephanie Ma
Martha McCallister
Alison McGoff
Liz Newbury
Krista Neumann
James O’Gorman
Reilly O’Gorman
Jan Palmer
Ariane Parkes-Perret
Richard Riggleman
Teresa Rouse
Jane Ruppenkamp
Rose Schmitt
Andreya Schneider
Alok Shah
Aaron Silander
Doug Simkin
Abi Struck-Marcell
Donna Turner
Karen Vandenbosch
Alison Volz
Harriet Woodford
Becka Yucuis
In the Raw: Ghost Story
July 24 / 7pm
$10 general admission
Working Group Theatre’s Ghost Story follows a theater Box Office employee who, after hours, presents a play, a traveling, immersive performance about something which haunts him — his missing brother. He has turned the entire building into a stage as he leads us through what we fear, what we long for, what haunts us.

Steve Earle and The Dukes
August 9 / 7pm
$35 reserved seating
Steve Earle and The Dukes, with special guests The Mastersons, will return to the Englert with a brand-new blues rock album, Terraplane. Terraplane is Earle’s 16th studio album, and has won accolades for its hard-stompin’, Texas blues sound.

Zappa Plays Zappa
September 26 / 8pm
$27.50 / $37.50 / $75 reserved seating
Zappa Plays Zappa, a Frank Zappa tribute band led by his son Dweezil, will return to the Englert stage as part of the 40th anniversary tour of Frank’s seminal album, One Size Fits All.

Social Brand Forum
October 15 - October 16
$195 through $475
The Social Brand Forum, one of the nation’s premier digital marketing events, brings the best and brightest thought leaders to the heart of the heartland for two days of insightful keynotes and interactive discussions. This event is designed to help marketers at organizations large and small build better brands online through digital content, conversations, and community.

Jake Shimabukuro
October 17 / 8pm
$30 advance / $33 day of show
In his young career, ukulele wizard Jake Shimabukuro has already redefined a heretofore under-the-radar instrument, been declared a musical “hero” by Rolling Stone, won accolades from the disparate likes of Eddie Vedder, Perez Hilton and Dr. Sanjay Gupta, earned comparisons to Jimi Hendrix and Miles Davis, and even played in front of the Queen of England. With his new record Grand Ukulele, Shimabukuro’s star may burn even brighter.

Igudesman & Joo
October 24 / 8pm
$35 reserved seating
For those who listen to Mozart, live with Mozart, gave birth to Mozart, eat, pray, and love Mozart, don’t care at all for Mozart, never even heard of Mozart, this show promises you all that it will contain absolutely NO Mozart! But that’s giving away too much...

Follow us on Facebook for show announcements, ticket giveaways, and more!
Mortimer L. Menpes (British 1855–1939)
Portrait of Whistler (detail), c.1890
Etching, 9 3/8 x 8 3/8 in.
Given in the name of Michael G. Lankford by Alden Lowell Doud, 2005.10

The University of Iowa Pentacrest Museums
Old Capitol Museum | Museum of Natural History

Discover your past. Imagine your future.

The University of Iowa Museum of Art

Quick, easy and DELICIOUS...before or after the show!

DOWNTOWN
5 S. Dubuque St
(319) 359-1181

NORTHSIDE
600 N. Dodge St
(319) 512-5028

nodoiowacity.com

Surroundings offers exquisite solutions for new and existing homes—from Wood-Mode cabinetry, window treatments and floor coverings to complete redesigns and more. And it all comes with complimentary services from our team of professional interior designers.
The ticketing re-sale market is huge and growing larger every day. As The Englert Theatre has grown to host more nationally and world renowned artists, we have caught the attention of these “re-sellers.” This is a “buyer beware” type of market and we highly recommend that you purchase tickets to Englert events directly through The Englert Theatre Box Office or via our website/our online seller, Midwestix. Unfortunately, we cannot guarantee or refund any purchases made through other sites. We work hard to keep events as affordable as possible and we never authorize the sale of tickets over the advertised ticket price.

BOX OFFICE Monday - Friday 12 p.m. - 6 p.m.
PHONE (319) 688-2653 | WEB englert.org

Introducing Stages Magazine

Last season, the Englert celebrated 10 years of operating as a performing arts venue by unveiling Stages, a new full-color, magazine-style playbill that will better reflect the Englert’s identity as a driver of arts and culture in our community, our region, and beyond. It is a publication of more substance than our traditional playbill, increasing its value for advertisers and providing a platform for us to spark a dialogue with the community.

As a nonprofit performing arts center, The Englert Theatre had over 300 events in 2014, attracting approximately 60,000 patrons to Downtown Iowa City. Every copy of of Stages marks an opportunity for advertisers to connect with our patrons—people ranging from young professionals to students, families, retirees, and others. In addition to helping our advertisers reach potential customers, supporters, and clients, advertising in Stages also communicates your support of the arts through your commitment to the only historic theater left in Downtown Iowa City.

The tri-annual playbill magazine hits our aisles in November, March, and July of each year. A variety of ad sizes and advertorials (customized feature articles written by the Englert marketing staff) are available.

Please visit englert.org for current rates. For more information contact Katie Roche at katie@englert.org or 319-688-2653 x107

THANK YOU!

The Englert Theatre thanks the Iowa Department of Cultural Affairs and the Cultural Leadership Partners Program for its ongoing support of The Englert Theatre.
The Englert Theatre first opened its doors on September 26, 1912. William Englert and his wife Etta built the theater to rival the finest stages and movie houses throughout the Midwest. Replacing a livery stable that originally stood in the location, the Englert brought Vaudeville touring acts to Iowa City, where townspeople and students filled its 1,071 seats. In addition to live stage acts, the Englert also boasted high quality projection equipment for showing three-reel films.

Two storefronts were originally housed in the building: a barbershop where the elevator is now and a candy store in the area that is now the box office. The Englert family lived on the second floor of the theater building and provided rooms for the performers on the third floor. In 1920, William Englert died of a cerebral hemorrhage in his bedroom, now the Englert offices, at only 46 years old.

Following William’s death, Etta enlisted A.H. Blank (Central States of Des Moines) and his partner Nate Chapman to oversee operation of the Englert, but Nate died in 1925, leaving his wife Dora with two small children, Ansel, age 10 (destined to be a local District Court Judge and later involved in the Englert’s management) and Marvin, age four. Dora retained a partnership with Blank, and her brother Al Davis became manager of the Englert, a position he held until he retired. A woman ahead of her time, Dora was always involved in the operation of the theater.

In later days, Dora’s great-grandchildren Nathan, Katherine, and Barbara Chapman, would hear Dora tell the story of witnessing the massive February 13, 1926 fire that nearly destroyed the Englert. Historical accounts place both Dora and Etta at the scene, watching in horror and barking instructions at firemen as the blaze tore through the roof. The fire caused $125,000 of damage to a building that cost $60,000.
to build in 1912. Etta Englert and her new husband, James Hanlon, in cooperation with A.H. Blank and Dora Chapman immediately worked to rebuild the Englert, tapping into the prevailing tastes of the 1920s. During this era, large and ornate movie palaces were being built in cities across the United States, and Iowa City would not be surpassed.

The new Englert operated for decades as a joint venture. Etta Englert Hanlon and her second husband continued to reside in the building, while Dora Chapman and Al Davis managed the theater in conjunction with A. H. Blank. Years later, Blank and Central States of Des Moines, in partnership with the Chapman family, operated the theater and supervised its division into two small-screen theater spaces in the 1980s.

By 1999, the managers of the Englert finally decided to close the theater and sell the aging building. It was purchased by a bar owner who had plans to turn it into a nightclub. Not wanting to see the theater disappear, a group of concerned citizens persuaded the City of Iowa City to purchase the theater and hold it in trust until funds could be raised.

For the next five years, this group of citizens mobilized to purchase the theater from the City of Iowa City and rebuild the Englert as a community cultural center. They began the “Save the Englert” campaign to raise the funds necessary to renovate the theater to its former grandeur.

Hundreds of local businesses and individuals contributed countless hours and millions of dollars to bring the theater back to life. Their contributions are forever recognized on the large Capital Campaign plaque in the Englert lobby, on the nameplates on the seats of the theater, and on numerous plaques around the building.

Finally, on December 3, 2004, a community’s dream became a reality when The Englert Theatre reopened for its first live performance in more than 60 years. Today, The Englert Theatre stands as a testament to all who believed in its recreation.
Audience Guidelines

In the age of lightning-fast entertainment that allows movies, music, and more to be downloaded in an instant to a smartphone, consumers may not be aware of how their technology and behavior can affect the concert-going experience for fellow audience members and for the performers themselves. The following guidelines need to be respected in order for all patrons and artists to have an enjoyable and safe experience. Please be courteous to those around you.

If you need assistance during the show, please go to your nearest volunteer usher. If additional assistance is needed, the usher will find the appropriate person to help you further.

Please arrive on time. We know parking downtown can be a hassle and our will-call lines can be long. Please allow extra time for travel, parking, and finding your seats. If you arrive late, we may ask you to wait until an appropriate break in the show to get you to your seats.

Do not have conversations, even whispering, during the concert or event. This will distract performers as well as fellow audience members. If your child becomes restless, frightened, or loud, please take him or her to the lobby.

Silence all cell phones, pagers, watches, and other devices. Don’t text, tweet, blog, or surf the web. The glow from your device is distracting. You are here to enjoy the show, so please give the show your attention!

Keep feet, bags, and children out of the aisles. Blocking the aisles is against the fire code.

Pay attention to venue rules and posted notices. Many shows do not allow photography or recording. Flash photography is never allowed. If we ask you to stop, please do so.

Pay attention to the vibe of the show. If the crowd gets up and starts dancing, join them. Please don’t try to do a one-person show for your own entertainment. We will ask you to sit down.

Respect the supporting act: you never know where they are going in the future. If you really dislike the music, take a walk or check out our current gallery exhibit on the second floor. Please be polite.

Patrons are never allowed on stage. Not before the show, during the show, or after the show.

Grounds for removal: If our staff finds you are not adhering to the above guidelines, we will give one verbal warning requesting that you change your behavior. If you continue to disregard the guidelines, we will request that you leave the premises. Being removed from more than one event will result in being banned from Englert-presented events for at least one calendar year.
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Staff of the Englert

CHARITY ADAMS ACCOUNTANT
IOANNIS ALEXAKIS AUDIO & LIGHTING ENGINEER
CLAIRE BARRETT PRODUCTION ASSISTANT/HOUSE MANAGER
PETE BECKER ASSISTANT PRODUCTION MANAGER/MONITOR ENGINEER
ADDISON BOSCHULT GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERN
ALEX BODY PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
JESSICA EGLI ASSOCIATE PATRON SERVICES MANAGER
BREEANA GLENN BOX OFFICE STAFF
PETE HAMMOND HOUSE MANAGER
ALY HIGH MARKETING DIRECTOR
NIC KRAFT ASSISTANT PRODUCTION MANAGER/AUDIO & LIGHTING ENGINEER
SARAH KOSCH HOUSE MANAGER/ STAFF WRITER
MAX LIPNICK MARKETING INTERN
AUSTIN MARSHALL GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERN
EILEEN MARSHALL BOX OFFICE STAFF
ANDREW MILLER GRAPHIC DESIGNER
KYLE MILLER CUSTODIAN
TORI MORGENSEI PRODUCTION MANAGER
NOLAN PETERSEN BOX OFFICE STAFF
CRAIG OWESLEY BOX OFFICE STAFF
BEN PELZER BOX OFFICE STAFF
ANDRE PERRY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ANDY PILKINGTON BOX OFFICE STAFF
MATT “RED” REBELSKY ASSISTANT PRODUCTION MANAGER/AUDIO ENGINEER
TANNER RILEY MARKETING INTERN
KATIE ROCHE DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
ALEXI SCHLESINGER CONCESSIONS ASSOCIATE
CODY SCHLADER PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
SARAH SHONROCK PATRON SERVICES MANAGER
KENT SMITH HEAD USHER

Front of House Services

NOAH ANDRYS ,BILL ARMENTO, MATTHEW BAUER, SHELBY BEARROWS, JOE DEMEREST, AMY DONOVAN, MADISON DOREN, ERIN DURIAN, BREANNA GLENN, AARON HALL HOLMGREN, ALISON MCGOFF, DAVE MOORE, NOLAN PETERSEN, VICTORIA PETERSON, PETER RHOMBERG, DAN STOLLEY

Board of Directors

MONICA MOEN PRESIDENT
TIM MCDougALL VICE PRESIDENT
JENNIFER RICHMAN SECRETARY
JASON WAGNER TREASURER
WALLY CHAPPELL PAST PRESIDENT
JB BARNHOUSE
PAUL BURNS
KATIE COATES SELBURG
MAGGIE CONROY
WENDY FORD
MARK GINSBERG
NELLIE HERMANSON
MUNEERA KAPADIA
JIM KELLY
RICHARD LOULA
SCOTT MCDONOUGH
SCOTT MCGILL
JOSEPH MORELAND
POLLY MORRIS

ANNA MOYERS STONE
VICKIE SHARP
AARON SWARTZENDRUBER MIKE TSCHANTZ
RYAN WEST
NICK WESTEGAARD
MC GINSBERG
MC GINSBERG